E31 forum

I got my first E31 in early , a ci, and my second, a ci two years later - the amount of repairs
detailed on the E31 section of meeknet is testament to the fact that these cars do go wrong
quite a bit - but also indicates that, with help from my mate Bob often seen in the routines
holding or hitting something and the expert help of Lee Shannon we managed to keep them
both running, and running rather well on an extremely limited budget. No, it is the bits and bobs
that go wrong, lights, wiring, worn-out bushes, cosmetic issues - the worst of which are detailed
here. So, in order of the most likely, here are the common problems - this list is mainly for the
V8. These days it is better know as a fly-by-wire control system - and it was extremely reliable in
when first introduced on the BMW E32 i - and still going strong in when the same system was
used in the E31 i. The good news on the V12 engines is that, apart from damage caused by a
lack of cylinder head lubrication, the mechanical parts are nearly bulletproof - and the EML
system just needs a bit of common sense to fault-find - the system even has its own built-in
diagnostics which can be enabled with presses of the throttle pedal. This is wheel-wobble that
usually first shows itself under braking, for instance, when coming off a motorway intersection
and braking from high speed. The wobble can be felt through the steering-wheel but it usually
disappears as the car speed reduces. Sometimes this is all you ever get, but more usually you
will start to get wobble as the car is accelerated through 50 - 60MPH. The more you drive the car
the worse it will get. The wobble is quite often accompanied by tram lining and a general feeling
of imprecision from the steering in general. The shimmies are often an indication of general
wear in the steering system and suspension, the BMW E31 has a great deal of weight over the
front wheels, especially when braking. It also seems to have a resonant frequency that occurs
between 50 and 60 MPH, if there is any weakness it is at this speed where the problems will
occur. The shimmies can be repaired, often very simply. Click here for repair information.
Cooling system This is another problem that the E31 shares with the E32 and E There are two
areas of the cooling system that are particularly weak: Radiator. The E31 radiators have a
plastic body, they break around the Top Hose connection. The Top Hose fitted to the radiator
with the aid of a Jubilee-clip. The usual problem is that the plastic pipe that the hose is
connected to cracks under the Jubilee-clip and this causes a small weep around the hose that is
difficult to trace. The usual evidence is white marks down the side of the radiator. The only
repair is the replacement of the radiator. Viscous Fan. The Viscous Fan is mounted on the water
pump shaft and is driven by the main belt from the crankshaft pulley. The assembly consists of
a temperature-dependant viscous-clutch driven from the pump shaft that drives a large plastic
fan. When the clutch is cold the fan idles and can be stopped with a rolled-up newspaper the
usual test , once the clutch is hot the fan is driven with a much greater torque and produces a
great deal of air-flow. The usual problem is that the clutch fails and the fan cannot produce
enough air-flow. The fault will show itself when the car is stationary when it will rapidly
overheat. Once the car is moving the temperature starts to drop. A more unusual problem is
that the clutch seizes, this is first noticed by large whooshing noises when the car is revved-up.
Replace the viscous coupling immediately if this happens as the fan will disintegrate and this
can cause all sorts of damage including big holes in the bonnet! Replacement of the Viscous
Fan is pretty simple and is covered here E38 shown E31 similar The famous exploding hose.
Well, there are two of them - one from the engine to the cabin heater matrix, the other from the
engine to the auxiliary water pump - the common bit being that one end wobbles around with
the engine, the other end stays still. The hose gets a lot of physical action and eventually pops either that or as happened to me the pipe snaps the union at the auxiliary water pump. Neither is
much fun - but at least on the E31 you can get to the blighters by removing the mircrofilter
housing, all covered here. Lumpy Idle caused by vacuum leaks Although the V12 can have
leaking inlet manifold gaskets, this really is the domain of the V8 - they leak all over the place.
PCV valve, throttle-body gasket, failing rubber bungs and the manifold gaskets themselves.
Although the first signs are an uneven idle, these problems can end up with damaged catalytic
converters because of a strange anomaly of the DME 5. The hard bit was always replacing the
lower manifold gaskets - I hated that job as it involved bending the fragile and brittle engine
wiring looms at right- angles - and that is not a good idea on a 20 year-old loom. But, a year or
so ago I came up with a better plan - all explained here. Rocker-Cover Oil Leaks. A small oil leak
isn't too much of a problem unless the oil fills up the spark-plug holes. Unfortunately this is
exactly what happens on the V8 models. The coil-over-plug ignition coils have short HT-stubs,
and it is these stubs that are damaged by the oil. Once the HT-stubs are damaged the engine
will start to misfire. The repair is covered here E32 shown but E31 similar. Noisy Tappets. There
are two different problems here. The M70 Vengined cars get noisy tappets due to a lack of
lubrication - and that can be serious. The lack of lubrication is due to the loosening of hollow
bolts known as 'Banjo Bolts'. These bolts direct oil from the upper oil gallery to the cam spray
bar. The problem is that the bolts cannot be tightened too much as they will be damaged due to

the hollow construction and they eventually come loose and this starves the front lobes of oil.
The bolts should be locked with thread-lock but even this gives up, especially when the bolts
are 'checked for tightness'. The lack of lubrication has serious consequences - apart from the
obvious cam wear, the rockers can seize - and snap in half - and that means a long repair
involving removing the cylinder heads to get the camshaft out. Banjo Bolts can be purchased
with wire-holes so the bolts can be wired in position, this is the preferred method as it is
impossible to remove all traces of the oil from the gallery which is required to use thread-lock.
Unfortunately, once the tappets get noisy the cam is starting to wear quickly, and if left too long
the rocker will seize and then snap in half, the wise money is on replacing the Banjo Bolts with
the wired types before this becomes a problem. Another classic problem that causes much
angst. The 'Sword' is used to control the speed of the ventilation system blower fan. Rather than
just having a couple of ballast resistors as was seen in lesser models, the E31 has a
continuously-adjustable speed control. This is achieved with a number of
Field-Effect-Transistors FET's mounted on a metal heatsink that vaguely resembles a sword.
The Sword is mounted in the blower's air-flow just in front of the Evaporator. When the FET's
fail they usually fail short-circuit which means that the fan runs continuously at full-speed. If the
solder-joints fail the fan fails to run unless the fan-speed is set to full, this is because a relay is
used across the FET's at full-speed. Failure of the sword is usually due to a blocked Microfilter,
the driver increases the fan-speed to compensate but the airflow across the FET's is insufficient
to cool them. They get hot enough to melt the solder connections which eventually leads to 'dry'
joints, quite often the FET's give up altogether. The FET's can be replaced with a little soldering
skill. Trans Prog Error. If there is one fault that makes you sweat, this is it! You get the message
of doom on the OBC and the gearbox locks itself in 3rd on the 4- speed boxes or 4th on the
5-speed boxes. You immediately realise that the cost of a replacement box is more than the car
is worth and aim the car at something that will produce a terminal insurance claim. However,
don't panic, in 9 cases out of 10 the problem is easy to fix. Here is the most likely candidates:
Battery Voltage Too Low. The E31 hates having a low battery voltage and one of the first things
that gives up is the gearbox. Although the EGS control unit keeps running, the 12V solenoids in
the gearbox don't, the EGS sees this as a failure of the valve-body and gives up. Low battery
voltage is often due to short trips, failing batteries or a faulty alternator. Replace if needed or
give it an overnight charge and have another go, hopefully the problem will not return. M
Switch. Although it is a simple momentary switch it can intermittently make contact when in the
rest position, or select 'S' and 'M' at the same time. This causes an error in the EGS. The switch
can be removed and cleaned or for emergency use you can replace it with the sunroof switch!
Shifter Selector Switch. The selector switch is a multi-pole, multi-throw unit and produces a
switch pattern akin to binary to the EGS. Problems occur when the contacts get dirty and the
one of the switch elements fails to make contact. The shifter selector switch is located under
the car on the side of the gearbox and can be removed and cleaned with contact cleaner, but
not usually successfully, replacement is often the way forward. Pretty obvious one this,
however, the box usually starts slipping when cornering first. Still, when all else has failed it is
worth replacing the filter and getting the oil changed. Shift-lock Solenoid. This is an electromagnetic part that stops the shifter from being moved unless the brake pedal is pressed. Two
choices, change the EGS or fit a resistor or some other load that mimics the solenoid - all other
attempts like a long battery reset and diagnostic clearing of the error code makes no difference.
Door handle failure. This usually starts with the door handle having to be lifted more than usual
to open the door - and then the door will not open at all. This is due to the cheap pot-metal used
for the handle construction. Fortunately they can be rebuilt using a new part which can be
supplied by Wokke shown below and Hyper does a similar replacement hinge. Still, a blooming
nuisance all the same. Boot trunk Hinge Wiring Loom Failure. The first you know of this
problem is often confusing - an OBC warning of a Licence-Plate Bulb Failure as you are
reversing out of the drive. But, when you get out of the car and check, both of the lights are
working fine. The E31 has lights not only on the rear wings but on the boot as well - the wiring
to these lights are made via two looms, one on each side of the boot. These looms eventually
fail, usually starting with the larger brown wires - these are the grounds. When a ground is lost
the lower-current bulbs such as the licence-plate lights return current via some other
higher-current bulbs - either the brake lights or reversing lights. This is why you only get an
error when in reverse - the current cannot return when the reversing lights are on. This is often
caused by seizure of the charge pump on the ABS block. Sometimes all that is needed is to use
diagnostics to command the pump to run for a few seconds - sometimes the ABS block needs
to be replaced. This is wheel- wobble that usually first shows itself under braking, for instance,
when coming off a motorway intersection and braking from high speed. PCV valve, throttlebody gasket, failing rubber bungs and the manifold gaskets themselves. The hard bit was

always replacing the lower manifold gaskets - I hated that job as it involved bending the fragile
and brittle engine wiring looms at right-angles - and that is not a good idea on a 20 year-old
loom. You get the message of doom on the OBC and the gearbox locks itself in 3rd on the
4-speed boxes or 4th on the 5-speed boxes. The selector switch is a multi-pole, multi- throw unit
and produces a switch pattern akin to binary to the EGS. This is an electro-magnetic part that
stops the shifter from being moved unless the brake pedal is pressed. Fixing Inlet Manifold
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Where are the 2 batteries in the 93 Post Count: 1 Likes Received I have been told there are two
batteries in my car, one is in the driver side trunk, I can't find the second, does anyone know
where I can locate this second battery. Thanks, Stan. Post Count: 1, Likes Received Passenger
side trunk. Post Count: 3 Likes Received In the trunk - one onleft one on right. Why two
batteries? As if having 12 spark plugs was bad enough for maintenance! Autohaus , Oct 20,
Post Count: 2 Likes Received Post Count: Likes Received I had no idea that E31s had two
batteries. How come the E32 iL basically the same thing but with 4 doors only has one? Post
Count: 3, Likes Received MGarrison , Dec 21, Or you could try asking someone who OWNS one
of these cars The answer to the question of which cars got the second battery is: "It depends.
However the second battery was also an option that could be ordered separately, and was
sometimes equipped in cars that came ordered with a mobile telephone. Keep in mind, this is
way back in the 's. Cellular telephones were not these tiny marvels that you slipped into your
shirt pocket back then. These were large, heavy, bagphone monstrosities that were analog, not
digital and weighed between 10 to 25 pounds and were roughly the size and weight of a
hardcover book. A dedicated car telephone hid most of the electronics inside the car's interior
or trunk, placing the telephone either near the front console, or near the rear console on the
Highlines. The 8-series cars shared powertrains and some electronics with the E32 7-series and
some E34 5-series cars. Because the 's first appeared about the same time as the E32 and E34
cars midlife upgrade, they generally got all of the fancy toys that the midlife facelift cars got
improved remote access for the doors, a better electronic mirror, improved memory seats and
an electronic tilt telescope wheel option. All of these toys require voltage and amperage, so the
electrical system in these cars got an upgrade also to handle the demand. Since the 7's and 8's
were more likely to be packed to the gills with electronics than the 5-series, more often you
would see the second battery in those cars. So the simple answer is that it depended on how
the car was equipped. For the record, my iL car was not originally equipped with a phone and
was not equipped with a second battery. As my car is not a Highline and wasn't ordered with
any second battery, my car lacks this option. However, BMW did specify a minimum of an CCA
battery for the iL's, so it's likely that the original battery spec was more than enough to supply
my particular car's electronic needs. These days, they make batteries much better than they
used to. If your car only has one battery, you could probably accomplish the same thing much
easier by upgrading to a battery with a higher CCA rating than going through the hassle of
retrofitting your car with a dual battery system it wasn't originally equipped with. What's really
amusing The E31 owners that I have met were knowledgeable, polite, respectful, and delighted
to show off their beautiful coupes. It's a tiny minority of E31owners snobs that not only get their
panties in a twist if anyone tries to tell them anything about their cars, but are also the clueless
individuals who have to walk one or two circuits around their cars to find the gas flap to fill
them up!! I'm LMAO because Francis just announced to the whole world which group he
belongs to hint - it's not the first group I described. The irony isn't lost on me. Beautiful car
owned by a person with an ugly personality. While the rest of us are trying to overcome BMW's
image as a brand driven by rich jerks, Jeeves here I'm sorry, your name was Francis, right will
have to keep carrying a BUCKET of touchup paint with him to the golf course in anticipation of

getting his vehicle keyed. Post Count: 2, Likes Received Hey, hey, hey Let's all climb down off
our high horses and knock off the snide confrontations, shall we? After all sniff! Satch , Dec 22,
No problem, I'm good now, Satch. Didn't take long at all to sort out. Merry Christmas everybody!
Autohaus , Dec 22, MGarrison , Dec 22, M3Driver , Dec 23, You must log in or sign up to reply
here. Share This Page. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? Forgot
your password? Bimmerforums has surpassed the original public forum, Roadfly. From their
website: Bimmerforums is a website dedicated to owners and enthusiasts of BMW automobiles.
We invite you to browse around and see the vast amount of information that is available to you
here. Our message board is the heart of Bimmerforums with a huge following of members that
grows daily. If you like to share and exchange information and ideas about BMW related topics,
this is the place for you! If you prefer to just lurk and learn we love to have visitors also! We are
not associated with, or financially supported by, BMW. The site is free to all non-commercial
members. E31 Forum - Bimmerforums. The next generation E31 FAQ for the up and coming 8er
enthusiast. Check out the well-written AHK article. This webspace is run by Wuffer, a rabid 8er
owner located in British Columbia, Canada. His webspace continues to become a growing
destination for legions of 8er owners. Over articles by BMW 8 Series owners worldwide are
freely available to the community. Arranged by the BMW parts classification system, this sister
webspace is a must-go place to learn about the 8 Series. Since its December launch, the
popularity of this site has increased enormously. Originally the site, still named At that time and
unfortunately this continues today lots of inaccurate information could be found on the Internet,
irritating people who were really interested in the 8 Series. Net's mission, along with 8Coupe.
Com, is to provide a webspace counterweight by presenting verifiable data on the 8 Series.
Meanwhile This specialized E31 forum began in earnest on March It was the only dedicated
cyberplace in the world where 8er owners could share their ownership experiences. Roadfly
was instrumental in the creation of the various websites and clubs that have formed
surrounding the BMW 8 Series. Today, Roadfly. Roadfly allows consumers to gain access to a
comprehensive menu of automotive solutions throughout the full life cycle of vehicle ownership
including features such as an online parts and accessories superstore, brand and model
specific message boards, new and used car listings, classifieds, auctions, photo galleries, car
buying tips, financing, and more. E31 Forum - Roadfly. Wednesday, February 24, Login. Read
More. Effortless in design and function. Ahead of its time when introduced in , the E31 BMW 8
Series is currently enjoying a resurgence in global popu
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larity after the last car was produced May The 8Coupe archive has seen a significant increase
in size by and large due to larger sized pictures taken all over the globe and now exceeds 50GB
of data. Within the archive we now store We have more than 12, 8er's cataloged with detailed
information. Please make use of the search box below to find out whether a specific car is in the
8Coupe. To perform a search enter the last 7 digits of the VIN e. There is no online repository for
the files archived. YES - Click here to leave feedback. Tyre Pressure Control was installed in 11
E31 prototypes before the decision must have been made that the system was not yet ready for
public consumption. The convertible is property of the BMW Classic and can usually also be
seen upon appointment. Wednesday, February 24, Login. Back Home. Rare and beautiful.
Wednesday, November 11, Archived: Last updated: VBS-Report in your files? Additions this
year. Additions Latest: David Baker. Past 24 Hours: 0. Overall:

